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We, human beings, are the great travelers

are in it, personal things precious to you.

of the world. We have been places where

But during the journey you will start to

no other species has ever been. Our urge

notice that your suitcase will become less

to travel and discover new worlds goes as

important. The objects within the suitcase

far as making trips to the moon and mars.

seem to get replaced by great experiences,

Recently Virgin Galactic announced that

knowledge of foreign cultures, new friends

space tourism is a fact and bookings can

and, above all, a new self. Traveling is a

be made to go on your very own voyage

time of self-reflection, a time to think about

into outer space.

what you really want. You will return home

Traveling spawns from the dream to

with a suitcase filled with new knowledge,

discover new and beautiful places, places

experiences and skills.

so amazing and hostile you can barely

This UNiD is a suitcase filled with

imagine they exist. Many of you have this

inspiration from all over the world. It could

dream of traveling and discovering new

function as a guide for your travels, it

places, some of you have already done

could be a trigger to start planning your

it and yet others are actually planning

very own journey or it could make you

their trip at this very moment. Together

go back to that time when you, yourself,

with a travel companion a plan is made of

made that beautiful trip across the world!

where the journey will take you and what

Use it in your very own way and I am sure

places will be seen. Just before you leave

that it will give you inspiration sometime

you will pack your suitcase with things

somewhere!

you believe you need. At the start of your

I proudly present to you,

journey your suitcase may seem as your

the UNiD of the world!

most valuable object. All your belongings

Text Nicolas Nelson | Lay-out Norma de Boer
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In 3300 B.C. a civilization flourished around the Indus River in what
is modern day Pakistan. This Indus Valley civilization was one of

Text Nicolas Nelson | Lay-out Mitchell Jacobs

the earliest urban civilizations, along with ancient Mesopotamia
and Ancient Egypt. It was far ahead of its time and was well known
for its cities built from brick, roadside drainage systems and multi
storied houses.
But their main advantage over others

a first form of so called globalization.

was their ability to expand their

Globalization unifies local areas into an

eye of sight to create cities and

international one. It is the reduction and

settlements across their borders and

removal of barriers between different

conduct trade with other civilizations.

nations which allows for an increase of

Looking at the distribution of objects

flow in information and recourses. In

made by the Indus civilization, the

the past half century globalization has

trade must have covered a significant

been in a significant lift. After World War

area including Afghanistan, Persia,

II the world’s leading politicians came

India and even Greece and Egypt.

to an agreement to create a platform

This rise of trade and the creation of

for international trade and commerce.

settlements beyond their borders was

Companies started to re –locate their

production and manufacturing processes

heading towards a future where local

to countries with cheaper labor. Advances

manufacturing and production could have

in technology reduced the costs of trade.

a competitive advantage. This would mean

Telecommunications was decisive in

that globalization will come to a halt and

modern globalization in that it allowed for

that the world will start to de-globalize.

better co-operation and communication

De-globalization would mean that people

between companies across the globe.

can start producing their products locally
and they do not have the need for co-

According to many researchers,

operations with people in other countries.

tomorrow’s globalization will be very

The 3D printer would be the ideal player

different from today. The rising costs

in this new world of de-globalization. One

of oil and labor and the increased role

single 3D printer can be used to print car

of automation are causing shifts in

parts, prosthetic limbs, replacement parts

cost-effective solutions. Management

and much more. Any item created by the

processes that companies have been

printer can be customized to the needs of

using for the past forty years will not be

the user. With this there also seems to be

enough to get us through these changes

a change in customers’ needs. Customers

and new processes will have to be

more often like to have their products

developed.

from local designers and manufacturers.
Apple for example has a printing on their

The changes suggest that society is

products saying: “Designed by Apple in

California – Assembled in China”. By doing
this Apple hopes to bring the product
‘closer’ to the customer.
Through history, globalization has been
as a set of lines. Starting in the beginning
as a single line where no globalization
exists. This line would turn into multiple
irregular lines representing the start of
globalization which was still unstructured.
When globalization became more common
and structured the lines would again
multiply and smoothen out eventually
turning into a complex but organized
structure. And now we are at a point where
this structure will de-compose into simple
lines, once again.

Globalization is like traveling, extending
your borders and gaining new knowledge.
Globalization can be found in a lot of
places, even in places you would not
expect. Even in this very edition of the
UNID magazine! Take for example our
very own students, they are traveling
across the world to study elsewhere, they
are going global. Some great designers
have contributed to globalization with
their designs and the technologies within
them. Religion started in local places but
through globalization spread all over the
world. Dutch design sounds very local but
in fact it is not, it is known and respected
all over the world. Even ants seem to
have a form of globalization, since they
constantly broaden their ‘city’ limits and
search for useful objects outside their
underground world.

m

dern messaging

Nowadays, traveling the world can be done from your lazy chair. Just browse Flickr for landscapes, go through Wikipedia to learn some interesting facts about people from far, far away
and maybe check Google Maps for some up – to- date street views. Getting in touch with people
from all over the world isn’t a hassle anymore: we have Facebook.
But back in the old days, this was completely different.

Bas van Hoeve,
Shanghai

Sophie Brenny,
Pittsburgh

Where shall I start? I applied for an

I am currently on exchange in Pittsburgh.

internship in China to experience the

Studying here is different to say the least.

adventure of something completely

Students here get a Bachelor of Fine Arts

different, and that’s what it is! Describing

unlike us who get engineering degrees. I

Shanghai? Let’s say as big as you can

attend classes and have homework, and I

imagine, plus 3 levels. And the Chinese

work from 8.30 till midnight! All in all I am

culture is awesome. Oh and by the way,

working a lot thanks to which I am learning

I am still wearing shorts and t-shirts

a lot and having fun doing so!

everyday with 29 degrees! As you can
read, life’s good on the other side of the
world!
Can you remember the time that we
sent postcards? You know, the paper
little thingy’s that you can write on?
In the past we used these to contact
our friends. After a long, long journey
across the world they would end up on
the front door steps and make someone
happy. These days, it’s all just too simple
and fast. E-mails are sent within two
clicks, which results in an explosion of
impersonal messages. Because of the
technology our minds became lazy and
we forgot what an effort it is to travel the
world, even for a small postcard. UNiD
has sent some postcards to ID students
abroad, they travel the world just like an
old-school suitcase does.
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`I didn’t want to go to a graduate program where I was feeling I have been doing the same thing
that I was doing in my bachelors` -Kristina King
Young experienced students who decided to continue studying for a master degree.
Discover Personal History, Motivation of choice, Realisation of Expectations, Dreams of the
future and Living in the capitals of EUrope.

Kristina King

Nick Mortimer

Pomme van Hoof

Los Angeles, United States

Brighton, United Kingdom

Eindhoven, Netherlands

Art, space + Nature

Interactive Design

Experience Design

Edinburgh College of Arts

Royal college of arts

Konstfack

Edinburgh

London

Stockholm

My previous study, It was weird, we

I studied sculpture at the university of

I studied at the Design Academy

were abnormal , we were the fine art

Brighton and I graduated 6 years ago.

Eindhoven. After that I worked as a

department, the rockstars of the school.

I continued to be a practicing artist,

freelancer. First I worked in London for

making my own work.

studio Ilsen, last half year before I came

I choose Art, Space and Nature because

here I worked for Phillips design probes.

it is basically an interdisciplinary

I choose for Design Interactions because

program. I think the future of art is in the

I suppose I was mainly attracted to the

Experience Design was kind of exactly

cross pollination of ideas. I had friends

fact that it tries to explore design quite

what I was searching for. Although I

studying law and science and I got my

critically, rather than just producing or

didn’t know it was existing. At the Design

most inspiration of his cross pollination

designing things.

Academy I learned to be conceptual and

of ideas. Have you heard of TED.com, it
is kind of like that, me and my friends.

really creative, but I am not the type of
Being in this situation is really

designer that wants to make things only

stimulation, I had to make decisions and

for exhibitions.

I am glad I choose this, because it is

live with those decisions to a certain

basically real world, Where if you would

extend. I really enjoyed it so far, and I am

It is important that the teachers are

run in a classic painting and sculpture

expectable. It met up to my expectations.

motivated. It is like Ronald, he is from

department you would be sitting in you

New York, so if he moved all the way over

hermetic studio, just tinkering away in a

A dream, that is a good question. I think

here, to Stockholm, to set this up, it must

vacuum.

I probably have to say I hope to be

be something.

continuing to sort of doing my own work.
Where I would be in five years time? like

In a creative sense, more immersive into

When I am finished here I hope I know

no friggin’ idea Might be back in Los

society, not as in communities, but into

what I can offer to somebody. The

Angeles, designing. I am a Californian girl

larger scale works that exist in the real

education at the Design Academy was

by heart, I used to live in Switzerland but

world. Rather than just than making little

very good. But I don’t know how to sell

I still moved back to California. I really

things that nobody gets to see.

it, how to define it. I hope after these

ideally would be doing it probably with
my own design firm, and PhD, I want it all.

years I can be more clear what I can do
I have been in London for 4 or 5 years

for someone and feel more confidence

now, really like it, quite used to it. I am

about that.

Edinburgh, I found my San Francisco,

sure that maybe after this course I will

and it is a home, and I love it. I am really

probably explore other cities. I haven’t

Stockholm, I like it, I like it a lot. When I

lucky to live here, because I lived in really

been over quite a while, I will always

visited I was like, aah, I don’t know if I see

scary places

consider it home.

myself living here, but already after one
week, I feel like home here.

Whether you find yourself stranded in a kiwi forest, stuck at the airport for 3 nights, sleeping
on the floor, due to a volcano eruption delaying all flights, walking through the outskirts
of Edinburgh for 2 hours without a map, trying to find your home or stumbling back to your
tent after a night of dancing, only to wake up the following day next to a stranger.

Sure enough these situations in some

Because unfortunately you can’t plan to

Somehow the inhibitions to visit secluded

cases could have been avoided or at

bump into lovely people to help you out

and distant areas of our planet are yet the

least made bearable with the right travel

and take your mind of, how miserable

same.

gadgets.

you’re really feeling.
Fear of catching diseases, having to do

It’s the little things that can make or

That doesn’t mean though, that you

without certain luxury items and generally

break a trip. Which, in many cases are the

should put a stop to your travels, and

the fear of the unknown.

people you meet while beeing in these

extend your trips to the confinements of

grim situations, making it all the more

your home country.

sufferable.

The fine border between a visit from/in
hell or a heavenly vacation in paradise can
be determined by such minor details as

However good and desirable the company

Nowadays the world seems to have

having a map, a sleeping-bag to prevent

is, more often than not, you will find

become smaller, countries growing

you from getting a nasty cold or a water

yourself alone, struggling to make the best

closer together and transportation made

filter to avoid catching a stomach bug

of the circumstances.

travelling extremely easy.

thus ruining your vacation.

Wayfinding Flashlight -

Loc8tor Light -

MiLi Charger -

Flashlight that projects map

To find your tent

Charge everything everywhere

We selected six travel gadgets which make
travelling much more pleasant, and make
every place as sweet as home.

Text/Lay-out Jacky Janes & Chris Gruijters

Handpresso -

Musuc Bag -

iStraw -

Portable espresso maker

Basically a sleeping-bag suit

Drink any water anywhere, puddles, pee...

From cityplanning to
cityconsuming
Are there streets or areas left where people still
can use their imagination. Where the street view
evolves coincidently. Where no stigmatising identity boundaries influence your environment. Do
citizens still have something to say about the
public environment? Can I play with some chestnuts or are they already cleaned up before they
even have fallen of the trees. Is there any space
left for spontaneity, stories and the memories. Or,
are the places totally filled up according to the
tight policy and identity rules of the city? Where
are the people who fight for our interpretations
of the city, instead of the use of city marketing
rules. Are there still people left who take care of
the stories, memories and authentic images of the
street view that are connected to the people who
are part of it. Slowly these places are disappearing.
Are the memories of these images, people disappearing as well? Is the city suffering from collective
memory loss? The true identity of the city has been
lost among the marketing and this form of city
consumption. How did this happen?
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This ‘city shaping’ started back in the

The new trends claim more and more space

the obligation of implanting the facilities

beginning of last century, when people

within the city, which results in the fact that

needed by the original citizens. It is starting

identified chaos and introduced the Law for

the citizens loose more and more hold on

to follow his own path in city development,

habitat (1901). The city started to develop

their city. This causes a shift of interests in

which results in confiscating space of the

principles of the pedagogic public housing

our life’s, we move more and more from the

citizens for social urban purposes. The

programmes . Goal is to re-educate the hu-

streets to the residences.

machine continues its path in generating its

man being. In this era the politic engaged

The question whether or not the designed

own solutions and problems. The city has

‘intellectuals’ could easily create an identity

environment can be used for guiding the

developed its own supply and there own

in a country like Holland which was less

developments within a city is not really

demands, which makes that the memories

organized in those days. And of course it

the case here. “Space does not reflect on

and identity of the environment will be

was a success, because of the improvement

society, it expresses it, it is a fundamental

derived only from the character assigned

of the live quality . These new live districts,

dimension of society, inseparable from the

by the institution.

which were created after the war, repre-

overall process of social organization and

It’s is obvious that the trends, which change

sented the start of a new modern society.

social change” (Castells, 2002, p. 393).

the social order, are best shown in the

In the 70ies these districts functioned as

Developers choose the residential area,

cities, because the city is the place to be

instruments for political engagement and

because it creates the right opportunity to

where new trends will manifest themselves.

propaganda. In the 80ies the districts were

start a dialogue with the inhabitants. This

The board Architecture & Urban Cultures

used for international and social innova-

type of approval stamp method is exactly

(AUC) is currently focussing on how these

tions. In the 90ies the goal of the districts

the problem. Though it seems like it is only

urban changes have effect on the social

was to find new solutions for the elderly

about moving people and the realization of

changes, and the level of influence of the

nursery and mental health care.

social programs, which go along with the

macro and micro social behaviour on the

The city developers choose to use the

macro and micro trends.

city shaping. One specific block district is

district as an aid for social transformations.

now being researched and they are going

The globalisation, the rise of new technolo-

to map the found city mutations. These

gies and the presence of social and cultural

The city developers created a city produc-

mutations will be associated again with

diversity all need to have their place in the

ing machine, which focusses on imple-

the macro and micro processes. About

city. The new trends clash within the social

menting all the facilities of new trends.

the middle of 2012 this research will be

reality, which are defined by the old trends.

This machine has disconnected itself from

finished.
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From Bauhaus to
our house
Once upon a time, architect
Walter Gropius started an
industrial design revolution,
by founding the Weimar Bauhaus. The schools idea was to
transform society: to focus
on temper idealism with realism. While today’s designers
keep themselves busy with
robotic arms, interactive LED
installations and 3D printers,
designers in the 1930s reached
innovation by designing minimalistic, industrial producible chairs. History evolved
craftsmen into designers, and
designers into inventors; the
story of two revolutions in
design.

The Craftsmen and the Industrial
Designer

design style, Gropius, the founder of

In the twenties and thirties of the last

the Bauhaus school, stated that all the

century, the relationship between us

energy and the effort should be going

and our products changed radically. As

into the integrity of the fundamental

a result of the efficiency experienced

object. Using that approach, he

during the First World War, designers

and his students started to design

started to create an aversion to the

for manufacturing: producing high

sensual, organic shapes of the art-

value objects, in high numbers, for

nouveau architecture. Ornaments and

reasonable coasts. What they did not

surface decoration on furniture was no

realize, was that designing for efficient

longer seen as something to be proud

use, also requested a certain behavior

of, but as a waste of resources.

from the end users.

Without the intention of starting a new

For the modern designers and

architects, the new technologies

or a factory for food production?

were full of hints of better ways of

That idea of imposing a vision on

doing things. The term ‘usability’ was

someone, which you expect him to live

reinvented, and immediately practiced

up to is the impossible dream of every

in its most extreme definition. User

designer.

research was done into every detail,
e.g. designers tried to reduce the

The Modern Inventor

amount of movements people made

Every age thinks their world is the

doing daily things, by observing and

most modern. Also in our age, living

counting the steps necessary for each

in 2011, designers have to deal with a

chore.

wide range of new technologies. How
the factories of the Bauhaus period

However, the users themselves

inspired designers for using steel

seemed to be quite battled by the

pipes in furniture, a lot of the new

inflexibility of the new designs, and

technologies still need to find their

critics arised. Should a home be a

future application. (Nog iets?)

dream castle or a machine for living?
Is the kitchen the heart of the home,

Only a few still use new technologies
for designing modern furniture. One
of them is Dirk van der Kooy. – is dit
omdat hij die stoel zo mooi vind, of
wil hij laten zien wat we tegenwoorig
allemaal kunnen en hoe we dat kunnen
gebruiken?

a new kind of designers arises, with
new visions on the future. Only a few
people still design chairs with
Only a few still use new technologies

of them is Dirk van der Kooy. – is dit
omdat hij die stoel zo mooi vind, of
wil hij laten zien wat we tegenwoorig
allemaal kunnen en hoe we dat kunnen
gebruiken?

a new kind of designers arises, with
new visions on the future. Only a few
people still design chairs with

Text Tessa Steenkamp | Lay-out Kimmy Ansems

for designing modern furniture. One

If I were a little black ant
I wonder what I’d say
To all of my ant buddies
Who work so hard all day.
“Stop!” I’d yell, in ant talk.
“Let’s rest upon this leaf.
Or swing upon this spider’s web
He won’t mind, if we are brief.”

Down their hole we’d slide
Into their hidden spaces.
We’d talk and eat and crawl around,

I know the ants would tell me

Exploring strange new places.

The secret of their strength;
How they move those boulders
And trees, three times their length.

Then home with me they’d come
And play with all my toys.
We’d colonize my room.
We wouldn’t make much noise.
I think the ants would want to,
But couldn’t really stay,
‘Cause they wouldn’t like the smell.
The bug man sprayed today!

Ants live the
utopia. Together
they make one.
Individualism is
what differs us
from them.
To compare their
creation of the
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infrastructure,
architecture and
internal design.
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Text Laura Duncker | Lay-out Luuk Rombouts

Some projects about global issues, like sustainable energy
and innovation in more distributed and smart energy grids,
have extremely local consequences. As we are moving to more
distributed, small scale, energy solutions (think about a solar panel on a roof connected to the grid), the actual design
interventions are very local. Energy has always been just a
cable coming into a house. With a ‘smart- grid’ vision, a house
becomes part of the grid which has to be designed with local
users and context in mind.

Design for users is often about behavior
change; especially around sustainable
projects. To realize behavior change,
designers need to understand the user’s
lives and motivations why they live like
they do. The research and design activities
the designer performs in these types of
projects have to be very close to this user
and its context. This means that projects
concerning global issues might require to

global
but
local

work extremely local.

Whereas sustainable energy use involves

This is where it gets interesting. Our

the whole world, there is a need to deal

global thoughts and visions have to be

with a lot of different locals. Sometimes

translated into tools which local people

the local context is very different from

can understand and which they can use to

the designers own context which requires

show you how they think about their local

to think about global solutions and

contribution.

interests while dealing with very local
incentives which might be unclear to
them. Sometimes the conventional design
methods, especially user centered design,
require very different approaches in these
types of projects. When designing for
‘extreme’ cultures, sometimes you need
to accept that you don’t understand the
people and the context at all.

Using sustainable resources like wind and solar

Since the west’s energy network is pretty

requires us to think different about the way en-

stable, it is difficult for us to change

ergy travels over the grid. There is not always the

towards this new and different network,

same amount of energy available, we need to store

we’d rather stick with something we know.

it and we need to use it in a smarter way. Smart grid

This is why the ‘creating rural energy’

research is looking into how we can make the grid

project focused on India with 400.000.000

smarter so that it knows how much energy is avail-

people, without access to energy, who are

able where. This means that fridges decide when to

very open to (new) energy grids.

cool and washing machines know when to be ready.

Text Marcel van Heist | Lay-out Chris Gruijters

Project
CREATING
RURAL
ENERGY

To design tools which enable Indian

Instead of explaining what the potential

people to build their own small energy

of one solar panel is and that you can

network requires a very local approach.

actually share that energy, a small ‘solar

The people in un-electrified villages are

light kit’ was designed and built locally

tribal people which means that apart from

(involving local stakeholders). The kit

the language difference, the way they

contains 8 lamps and one charger with

think is completely different. So how can

solar panel, this kit was given to one local

we communicate our smart grid ideas

villager who became a ‘light entrepreneur’.

and how can we ask them what they think

The way he shared his energy, to whom

about energy? The project started from a

and for what price was all designed

global issue around energy but it turned

locally. The solar light kit was a tool

into a very local design project. During

which enabled local people to ‘design’

two visits, the approach changed from

the difficult part (which involves complex

designing inspired by user research into

local social structures). The role for the

designing tools to enable local people

designer is to understand what tools are

to design the actual system and needed

needed to communicate his global vision

services.

to local people (which can best be done in
the context) and to observe what happens
locally with the design interventions while

After a first visit to India, where the

making sure the result contributes to the

approach was very similar to usual ‘user

global goal the project started from.

centered’ design projects, it became clear
that the designer’s culture and that of the

For more information:

local users to design for are too different.

www.marcelvanheist.com

Applying western research methods
doesn’t give the insights you might aim for.
During the second trip, a different method
was applied. The goal of the second trip
was to ‘research through design’. Let’s
accept we are unable to grasp local
motives and just try to design the right
tools which enable local people to design
the difficult parts.

Text Doenja Oogjes | Lay-out Renee van den Berg

The Dutch: people in wooden
shoes complaining about
the weather. Is the Dutch
culture really only about
tulips, mills and cheese?
Most probably, the Dutch
will not agree. These clichés
are living in the minds of
tourists. What are the
differences of the perception
of the Dutch culture
between foreigners and the
Dutch themselves?

As we live in a multicultural society, is it

What the customer wants the customer

even possible to point out one specific

gets; products of local farmers are sold

Dutch culture? Maxima once said “the

at the supermarkets, restaurants are

Dutch identity does not exist,“ with which

offering biological and local food and

she meant that there is not one way of

Dutch-food concepts are popping up

being Dutch. However, the Dutch do have

everywhere; stamppotje, a delivery service

some characteristic points such as the

for hotchpot, friethoes, a biologic, local

collective pride of great ice skaters and

and culinary snack bar and public pie,

the Dutch national soccer team, big Dutch

the traveling pie-bakery which allows the

companies like Heineken and Philips,

customer to follow the preparing of the

bicycles and local heroes like Bart de

pies step by step whilst the oven is heating

Graaf.

their bottoms.
How important it is whether the cow is

But also the Dutch cultural clichés appear

Dutch or not is questionable but the fact

to gain popularity if we are to believe the

that the cow is living in the Netherlands

media. Dutch branding is more and more

actually is of value. Locally based food

common in shows like ‘Ik Hou van Holland’

economies enhance the economic,

(I love Holland) but also in advertisement.

environmental and social health of a

Think of Unox, who are selling traditional

particular place through sustainable

Dutch food such as stamppot (hotchpot)

food production and distribution; a huge

with Dutch gingham china and Campina

trend in the food industry. To switch

who propagate the Dutch farmer life with

from cows to pigs, Pig 05049, a book by

milk from real Dutch cows!

Christien Meindertsma, documents the
products made from that pig and it varies
from cigarette filters to train brakes.
Meindertsma wanted to encourage
customers to think about where our goods
come from.
Customers are more vigilant about where
their food comes from and are more
concerned with sustainability, but along
with that the demand for artisan products
like specialty beers and local honeys is
growing; we want quality and uniqueness.

So what about local design? No brand can
top the Dutch identity which is embedded
in the HEMA stores and products. But how
Dutch are their products? All of them are
designed by HEMA but the production
takes place in 44 different countries.
Dutch Design for the Dutch in Holland can
be found in characteristic Dutch products
with our culture strongly represented
in them. Cargobikes for example; these
vehicles are used in great numbers by
women with children. They can easily
transport their kids plus supplies whilst
still being green, flexible and mobile - but
will this work abroad? The cargobikes
were introduced a little over a year ago in
the USA with success, but with a slightly
different use; instead of transporting kids,
the bikes in America are transporting
goods for companies (taking safety a bit
more seriously with their helmets, gloves
and proper lighting).

It is not too common that we, the Dutch,
present this kind of Dutch-culture
design so proudly. When we look at the
Dutch design presented at international
design fairs we can recognize some
characteristics of Dutch culture like
the practicality and the down-to-earth
attitude, but we do not propagate our
culture as Italian and French designers
might do. The design presented on these
fairs does not speak to the larger part of
the Dutch citizens, most of them probably
have not heard of them. We could almost
speak of a division in Dutch Design; Dutch
Design for the Dutch, sold at HEMA, and
Dutch Design for designers, internationals
and the elite, presented at fairs. Ironically,
the latter will probably be more Dutch
when it comes to the entire design process
(including production and integration).
The question is whether this “elite”
Dutch design will in the future be more
embedded in our culture. Who knows,
maybe in several years Maarten Baas,
Hella Jongerius, Piet Hein Eek and Marcel
Wanders will have become the new Johan
Cruijff, Sven Kramer and Bart de Graaf, our
local heroes.

Only one time I had heard you lecture

diploma out of your hands, you told me

When I first worked with Kees it was in

before at my time at ID, during an

I had talent and was a true designer.

a cold dark cellar in Siena. At one point

assignment with Joep. You just gave us a

I honestly have never been so proud,

during that project we were discussing

short version of you vision on design, to

because you were the one saying those

the fact if we, as students, were allowed

me it was the most interesting and eye-

words. I am so incredibly grateful for this

to climb up the 9 meter high structure we

opening ideas on design I had heard so

last moment and overall for having known

built, with insurances and such. ‘No, you

far. So a half year ago when it was time to

you.

cannot.’ he responded. To which a little

choose our final Bachelor projects I knew

Now I will have to stand my ground and

voice from above replied ‘But I’m already

straight away I wanted to do your project,

present our project alone, I miss your

up here!’. And where any other teacher

even though you gave me funny look and

comments more than you could have

would have, at least politely, asked him

asked if I was already graduating.

known.

to get down, Kees didn’t. Instead he said;

You had a great vision, and a great sense

I am proud to be part of a generations of

‘Well then could you bring me a piece of

of humor which made it very pleasant

designers influenced by your ideas, you

14th century clothing? You’ll get a better

working with you. Also you had great

will be in our minds our hearts and our

grade if you do so!’

expectations of us students, and a great

designs.

deal of critique for us anytime. I want

Bedankt voor alles,

to thank you for all of this because you,
before I was myself, was sure I could do it
and trusted me to design in my own way.
Only a month ago I received my Bachelor

Daphne

About two weeks ago the sun was still
standing strong in Eindhoven. We were
working on an installation for the GLOW
festival. It was the day the big test of
our installation took place. I was looking
for a cable to hook up the final lights to
the system, completely stressed for the
deadline which was only a few hours away.
‘Get back to work!’ Kees shouted from his
meeting while I walked by. “Was he serious
about that?”. I think he even was.
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